
ROLSHADE 430 ROLLER BLIND SYSTEM

KENSINGTON 



System Features & Benefits
This high quality roller blind is renowned for its smooth operation and quality, widely 
used in the education  sector due to it’s robustness and Its  clean and tidy look The 
ROLSHADE 430 Incorporates a sturdy 44mm tu be with internal splines for extra rigidity, 
fitted with an attractive weighted Aluminium white hem bar to maintain taughtness of 
the fabric. 

Benefits: 
The control mechanisms are meticulously designed for a long and trouble-free life, 
The extremely rigid 44mm barrel used by the R600E offers a superbly engineered 
sidewinder blind for almost every application.

System Dimensions
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             CONTROL END BRACKET DIMENSIONS         

       IDLE END BRACKET DIMENSIONS 



System Schematic Diagram
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Specification Wording

Product Name- Rolshade 430 Roller Blind 

Commercial quality, Geared, side control roller blind system for 
intensive institutional use. Used widely in the education and 
commercial sector 

43mm Alu roller tube with internal splines - Large barrel with 
increased rigidity.
White Alu hem-bar - Effective fabric tautness and neat design.

Geared chain sprocket - Smooth geared down action for operator 
ease of use.
Nickel steel control chain to raise/lower - Reliable strong operation, 
under load.
Wide range of high performance fabrics available. 

Options

With optional C channel side guiding system complete with hem bar 
location lugs

With Side guide wire guiding system compelet with side guiding 
bezel and wire clamp.

Available Fabrics
The Rolshade 430 Roller blind system can be used with many of the 
fabrics from the Kensington commercial Flame retardent Fabric 
Ranges
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